Welcome to Mandarin Oriental, Macau
Immerse yourself in modern Macau.
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Destination Macau
Macau is a true South China escape and has become the entertainment capital of Asia. Enjoy Las Vegas style
nightlife, stroll the colonial streets, browse the chic shops at prestigious One Central. And from our prime
location on the NAPE waterfront every evening begins with the most fabulous sunsets over the sea.
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Oriental calm with peaceful views

Each of our rooms combine supreme comfort and
discreet luxury. With our unique waterfront location
overlooking Nam Van Lake and the Bay, sunsets and
sunrise are spectacularly framed through floor to ceiling
windows. Service is attentive and sincere; technology
is unobtrusive when desired and a touch away when
needed. Our bathrooms are glass encased oasis for
luxurious relaxation.
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Luxury for the body and mind

We have 27 designer suites. Bathrooms are cutting edge chic spaces to enjoy your own mini spa with views over
Macau Bay or the peaceful lake. Our Presidential Suite is the zenith of discreet luxury with two double bedrooms,
two sitting rooms, private dining and a fabulous bar at the ‘prow’ of the hotel.
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Dynamic by day and dramatic by night

Vida Rica is a supremely smart venue with panoramic views of the South China Sea and Nam Van Lake.
Our menu takes a gourmet approach to Asian cuisine; there are four semi-private rooms and a chef ’s table for exclusive parties.
The Lobby Lounge is a stylish place to revive after the shops and Mandarin Oriental Cake Shop is filled with delicious delicacies.
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A healing sanctuary with soothing views

We have eight treatment areas including couples’ suites and our magnificent Oriental Spa Suite with heated
scrub table, Thai massage beds, steam room and experience shower for two. After loosening limbs in our heat
and water oasis enjoy prescribed therapies, either Traditional Chinese Medicine or our renowned holistic treatments.
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Discreet and exclusive events
As a five-star, non-gaming hotel we offer a distinctive atmosphere of discreet luxury for your meeting or special
occasion. Up to 300 guests can enjoy the unique backdrop of lake and sea, dramatically presented through an
expanse of windows. With our sleek design and legendary service we promise you a truly exclusive event.
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An eye for design

We offer eminently stylish facilities where guests can relax or keep fit, and the chicest boutiques at One Central
are connected directly to our hotel. The fitness centre is cutting edge and a 25 metre heated outdoor lap pool
has splendid views over the South China Sea. Poolside service is discreet and attentive.
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Mandarin Oriental, Macau
Location:

• On the NAPE waterfront within the prestigious One Central
• Central to Macau’s business and entertainment district
• 10 minutes from Macau International Airport
and the Macau-China border
• Five minutes from Hong Kong-Macau ferry terminal

Guest rooms:

• 213 spacious rooms including 27 suites
• Two bedroom presidential suite
• State-of-the art technology
• Serene views over the lake and bay
• Understated luxury design

Restaurants and bar:

• Vida Rica Restaurant with gourmet Asian cuisine
• Vida Rica Bar
• Lobby Lounge							
• Mandarin Oriental Cake Shop			
• Private dining

Hotel Address:
Avenida Dr Sun Yat Sen, NAPE, Macau
Telephone: +853 8805 8888

Meeting and business:

• Ocean Ballroom for 330 guests with sea view
• Pre function space with sea view
• Two meeting rooms and a boardroom

Spa:

• Eight treatment areas, including four couple suites
• Oriental Spa Suite with heated scrub table,
Thai massage beds, steam room and experience
shower for two
• Separate men’s and women’s heat experiences
• Relaxation lounge
• Nail Spa
• Spa boutique

Leisure:

• 25 metre lap pool
• State-of-the-art fitness centre
• Connected to prestige shops at One Central

momac-reservations@mohg.com
mandarinoriental.com/macau
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